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This invention relates to small resistance units 
of the order of one ohm or less and which ?nd 
many applications in measuring apparatus and 
the like. 
The principal object of the invention is to 

provide a novel form of resistor unit which is 
cheap, easy to assemble, and whose effective re 
sistance is readily adjustable, during assembly, 
to any required ‘value. . 
A vfurther object of the invention is to pro 

vide a resistance unit assembly in which good 
electrical contact is maintained between the 
resistive material and its terminals without 
soldering or welding thereby substantially re 
ducing the possibility of damaging the unit dur 
ing assembly. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide a resistance unit assembly in which the 
nature of the contact between the resistive ma 
terial and its terminals is such that it is immume 
to physical or chemical changes and the resist 
ance once adjusted will maintain its value. 
The above objectives are achieved in accord 

ance with the present invention by a resistance 
unit assembly comprising two strips of ?exible 
insulating material disposed between two strips 
of conductive material with a strip of resistive 
material located between said strips of insulat 
ing material, said resistive strip having one of 
its ends in electrical contact with one of said 
strips of conductive material and the other of 
its ends in electrical contact with the other of 
said strips of conductive material, and means 
for varying the effective resistance of said strip 
of resistive material by adjustment of one or 3 
both of said strips of insulating material in rela 
tion to said resistive strip. 
For a more complete understanding of the in 

vention attention is now directed to the follow 
ing description in connection with the accom 
panying drawing of which the two ?gures l and 
2 illustrate in plan and side cross-section, re 
spectively, one practical embodiment of said in 
vention. 

Referring to the drawings in which like parts 
are designated by similar reference numerals, a 
narrow strip of resistive material 3, such as 
platinum or like metal foil, is placed in between 
two larger strips of ?exible insulating material 
4, 5 which in turn are placed between two fur- -> 
ther strips 6, 1 of highly conductive material 
such as gold plated copper or brass and which 
form the terminal members of the unit. 
The ?exible insulating strips 4, 5 are prefer 

ably soft and pliable so that they will not tear 
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the resistive material during the assembly of 
the unit. One suitable material for these insu 
lating strips is the transparent wrapping ?lm 
marketed under the registered trade-mark “Cel 
lophane.” “Cellophane” is soft, cheap and read 
ily obtainable in thin sheets or ?lms. 
Each insulating strip 4, 5 is provided with a 

through slot or aperture 4a,,5a respectively. 
One end of the resistive strip 3 is passed 

through the slot 4a in the insulating strip 4 
While the other end of the strip 3 is passed 
through the slot 5a in the insulating strip 5. 
At one end of the assembly, for example the 

end where the resistive strip 3 is in contact with 
the terminal strip 1, the three strips 5, 3, 1 are 
bonded together by means of a suitable cement 
in such a manner that the associated end of the 
resistive strip 3 is maintained in electrical con 
tact with the strip 1 and not insulated there 
from by the cement. 
At the other end of the assembly, the resistive 

strip 3 projects through one slot 4a in the in 
sulating strip 4 as shown in the drawings. 
A preliminary adjustment of the resistance 

value of the unit can be made by sliding the 
insulating strip 4 until approximately the right 
amount of resistive material 3 lies between the 
points of contact with the terminal strips 6, ‘I. 
The whole assembly is then ?rmly pressed to 

gether in some suitable jig and the resistance 
value between the terminal strips 6, 1 measured. 
If the resistance is not of correct value, then an 
adjustment may be quickly and easily made by 
loosening the clamps of the jig and sliding the 
insulating strip 4 in the required direction to 
expose more or less of the resistive strip 3 to con 
tact with the terminal strip 6. 
When the correct resistance value has been ob 

tained the insulating strip 4 is then cemented 
to strips 6 and 3. 
Although, in the present example, the adjust 

ment of the resistance value of the assembly has 
been described with respect to the movement of 
the insulating strip 4 only, it will be readily appre 
ciated that a similar adjustment may be obtained 
by movement of the strip '5, either independently 
of movement of strip 4 or in conjunction there 
with. 
What I claim is: 
1. A variable resistor unit having a resistance 

of the order of one ohm or less comprising a pair 
of insulating members each having an aperture 
formed therein and adapted to be positioned ad 
jacent one another with said apertures disposed 

‘- in spacial relation, a strip of resistive material 
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positioned between said insulating members and 
having the ends of said resistive material each 
inserted through .onelof said aperturesand over 
lying a portion of its respective insulating ma 
terial, a pair of conducting material strips, one.’ 
of which is positioned on the outer surface of‘ 
each of said insulating membersdand being. 
adapted to engage the portionof resistive ma 
terial overlying each of said insulating members, 
and means for securing the entirerassembly'in 1 
?xed operative relation. 

2. A variable resistor unit having a resistance 
of the order of one ohm or less comprising a pair. 
of separable elongated insulating'members'each 
having a single aperture formed therein and " 
adapted to be positioned adjacent one;:another. 
with said apertures disposed in spacialYrelationFa 
strip of resistive material positioned longitudi 
nally between said elongated insulating members 
and having the ends of said resistive material 
each inserted through'one-of'said~apertures and 
overlying a portion-of its respective insulating 
material, a pairof conducting material strips, 
one Of_'WhiCh is positioned on the outer surface 
of each of saidrinsulating-members and being 
adaptedrto engage-the; portion of resistive ma 
terial overlyingeach-of ‘said ‘insulating ‘members, 
and ' cementing means ‘for securing the entire 
assembly’ ‘in ' ?xed " operative ‘ relation. 

3. A-variable resistor unit'having a resistance 30 

4i 
of the order of one ohm or less comprising a pair 
of separable elongated insulating members each 
having: a single aperture formed‘ therein and 
adapted to be positionedadjacent one another 

, with said apertures disposed in spacial relation, 
a strip of resistive material positioned longitudi 
nally between said elongated insulating members 
and having the ends of said resistive material 
‘each inserted through one of said apertures and 
overlyingpa portion of its respective insulating 
materiaha- pair of conducting material strips, 
one of which is positioned on the outer surface 
of each of said insulating members and being 
adapted‘to engage the portion of resistive ma 
terial ‘overlying each of said insulating members, 
and-means for securely compressing each of said 
‘overlyingrportions of resistive material between 
one of. said apertured insulating members and 
one of "said conducting strips. 
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